☺【Alishan National Scenic Area】Altitude of 2,216 meters, surrounded by
alpine ring, the climate is cool, sunrise, sea of clouds, sunset, forest,
mountain forest railway as Alishan five odd.
☺【Jingtong Station】 For the Taiwan Railway Administration Pingxi
branch railway terminus.
☺【Monster village】Followed the "pine forest town" architectural style,
playing into the Japanese characteristics of the store street.
☺【Four Four South Village】Kept near Taipei 101, is one of the villages
that the National Government has built in Taiwan, because the live is the
joint logistics unit 44 factory workers and is located in the south of the
arsenal, so there named "four four South Village".
☺【Fengjia Night Market】Food invincible, will find many novelty stuff, really let
people shopping is not greasy, as well as creative new snacks, is to let everyone
walk while eating.
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KUALA LUMPUR TAOYUAN Upon arrival Taoyuan International Airport, will pick up by
professional local tour guide, and then transfer to hotel to check in and rest.
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HOTEL
Ximen
Citizen Hotel
or Similar

TAOYUAN TAIPEI TAICHUNG After hotel breakfast, proceed to Taipei <Shoufang
Square Sightseeing Factory DIY>. After that visit to <Shimen Reservoir Scenic Area> Shimen
Moving Star
DA Y
Reservoir Scenic Area Green Mountain Forest, mountain water color beautiful scenery and also
Fish Flavor
Hotel or
02
has a perfect animal and plant ecology, where the water clean, the fish is only fresh, delicious, one
Similar
of the local famous specialty. Then continue to <Daxi Street> after that transfer to a well-known
Taiwanese food paradise <Fengjia Night Market>.
TAICHUNG NANTOU CHIAYI Today we depart to <Sun Moon Lake> (Include boat
ride) after hotel breakfast located in Nantou County, Taiwan Yuci Township, the sun and the
Long Yun
Harvest
moon village, for the lake and the lake on the pool, because of its Shuangtan different colors and
Ikegami
DA Y
Festival
Leisure Farm
named. After this we continue to <Thao Museum> then to the sunny tan in the north of the
03
Lunch
mountain at the <Wenwu Temple> is the East Asian culture in the emperor Wenchang emperor
Flavor
or Similar
or Confucius, and the Emperor of the emperor of a class of temples. And then continue travel to
Chiayi's <Long Yun Farm> included Farm Tours and DIY activities.
CHIAYI NANTOU
After breakfast, proceed to Chiayi <Alishan National Scenic Area>
(Sister lake, Shouzhen Temple, etc). In addition to the rich and precious natural resources, also
Vegetables
Dumpling
Shante Hotel
DA Y
retained the Zou family 200 years of aboriginal human resources, now even more because of the
04
new cross-road and Yushan National Park together. Next we can experience the <Tea Centre>,
Favor
Flavor
or Similar
Then proceed to the <Monster Village> the whole monster village followed the "pine forest
town" architectural style, playing into the Japanese characteristics of the store street.
NANTOU MIAOLI TAIPEI After breakfast, we proceed to <Miaoli Cape of Good Hope>
Located in the northern end of Baishatun a small hill, at the top of the hill, eyes will be directly by
Ximen
the shore to the row of a large windmill to attract This is the half-day Liao leisure cultural park's
DA Y
Citizen Hotel
most famous attractions. After taking photo, we transfer to the most lively street food, art, with
05
the ceremony of the <Jiu Fen Old Street>. Then we continue to Taipei City <Jing Tong Station>,
or Similar
for the Taiwan Railway Administration Pingxi branch railway terminus. Then we go to
<Ximending> for free shopping and tasting food.
Today, after breakfast, return to Taipei to visit the <Tianlu Art Centre>. Then visit
TAIPEI
the <Martyrs Temple> temple dedicated to the sacrifice of the martyrs and then to the
<Germanium Chain Eexhibition Hall>. After the tour we visit to the <Four Four South
Ximen
Village> Kept near Taipei 101, is one of the villages that the National Government has built in
Taiwan
DA Y
Citizen Hotel
Taiwan, because the live is the joint logistics unit 44 factory workers and is located in the south of
06
Cuisine
the arsenal, so there named Four Four South Village. Then visit the <Taipei 101 Shopping
or Similar
Center> is Taiwan's first top international shopping center (observatory own expenses). After
that transfer to <Rao He Night Market> is the characteristics of snacks gathered in the area, so
you can enjoy eat and drink here.
DA Y
TAIPEI TAOYUAN KUALA LUMPUR Today, after hotel breakfast, until the meeting time
07
then transfer to airport and depart to our beautiful sweet home.
Remark: Itinerary and Meals arrangements are subject to change Especially on Peak season, if above Hotel was fully book will replace a similar hotel **
** All tour members are compulsory to visit the specify SHOPPING STOPS .However, you are not obligated to purchase product sold at the SHOPPING STOP **
** There will be extra surcharge if you refused to visit the shops **

Tour Code: 7TPE-AL (01 MAR 2018)
The sequence of the itinerary may varies on the actual tour

